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Abstract
Chip power consumption has reached its limits, leading to

the flattening of microprocessor frequency and single-threaded
performance. We propose 10x10, a federated heterogeneous
architecture, to continue performance scaling by specializing
accelerator cores for different workload groups to achieve
dramatically higher energy efficiency. The selection and de-
sign of these accelerators depends on effective computation
structure clustering; we develop a set of clustering methods
and evaluation metrics in a systematic framework that enables
disciplined study.

Using the clustering methods, we study a broad general-
purpose workload that includes 34 codes from 6 benchmark
suites, identifying the computationally important functions,
and clustering based on two sets of instruction usage features
(high-resolution and low-resolution) and targeting a range of
numbers of clusters – 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. The workload clusters
are evaluated abstractly with five metrics (coverage, distance,
standard deviation, customization benefit and weighted cus-
tomization benefit). The latter two use instruction set usage as
a proxy for customization opportunity, and four benefit models
for customization.

These studies produced novel clusterings of computation
structure created by on aggressive separation (to 100’s of
clusters) that exposes new opportunities for heterogeneous
customization and corresponding higher potential benefits.
Further, the studies show that no single clustering method is
best in all scenarios. For example, the best clustering may vary
with available silicon resources. Our experience validates the
need for systematic clustering and disciplined use of metrics.

1. Introduction
Major factors driving research in computer architecture are the
increasing pressure for energy efficiency due to the slowing of
voltage scaling, the limitations of cooling technology, and the
need for mobile computing to maximize battery life. Together,
these factors limit the power a processor chip can consume.
As a result, single-core frequency scaling has also ended. [17,
26, 42]. However, there is opportunity because transistor size
continues to scale, allowing us to pack more transistors and
therefore more micro-architectural features into the same chip
area. Therefore, a solution is to design the chip as an ensemble
of accelerator cores, each of which can execute a special class
of general-purpose applications with high energy efficiency.
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Figure 1: Research efforts and commercial micros, GPUs, and
SoC’s vary the blue boxes in ad hoc fashion to in-
crease performance and energy-efficiency.

Such a solution localizes the computation to a small part of
the chip at a time, while the rest of the chip remains powered
off.

The 10x10 [17, 23] architectural framework is our proposal
for such a solution to the efficient execution of general-purpose
workloads. The 10x10 framework is motivated by the fact that
current micro-architectures are inefficient, requiring greater
size, data movement, logic, and other management than a spe-
cialized accelerator customized to the computation. This fact
is evidenced by a wide array of accelerators, that demonstrate
large energy-efficiency and performance benefits for narrow
domains [30, 35, 40, 44]. Therefore, 10x10 strives to achieve
broad, general-purpose coverage while achieving high energy
efficiency using a federation of heterogeneous cores on a chip
(see Figure 1).

There are three main challenges for the 10x10 solution. The
first challenge is to cluster general-purpose applications to
drive the design of accelerator cores. The clusters have to be
broad enough to cover most of the general-purpose application
space and narrow enough to enable designing energy-efficient
cores. [22] defines a strawman architecture for 10x10. It in-
cludes cores for VLIW, irregular graph algorithms, bit/symbol
manipulation, complex tasks, image/media processing, and
GPU warp processing. But this strawman was not based on a
rigorous clustering of the general-purpose application space.
In this paper, we make a case for why rigorous clustering is
needed. The second challenge is building the cores in hard-
ware. The core selection and design has to be such that it
delivers maximum energy efficiency within a given area con-
straint. Also, instruction set architecture has to be designed for



the cores. Higher heterogeneity in the ISA makes it difficult to
write software tools while homogeneous ISA may fail to cap-
ture the efficiency features of the cores. The final challenge is
building the software infrastructure for the 10x10 architecture.
We need to design a programming model that is expressive as
well as hides the variability in the underlying platforms. We
need compilers and runtimes to match applications to cores
and generate code for them. We investigate a part of the first
challenge in this paper.

The clustering of general-purpose workloads to drive the
design of the specialized engines in Figure 1 is critical as tight
clusters are needed to deliver energy efficiency in specialized
engines, but the number of engines that can be accommodated
is limited. The range of clusterings possible for any given
workload is extraordinarily large. For example, compute struc-
tures can be clustered on the basis of data width, data type
(integer/float), or degree of parallelism available. Narrow data
width or non-floating point computations can exploit dramati-
cally more efficient structure, and those with high parallelism
can go “wide and slow”, lowering the clock frequency to
achieve high energy efficiency. Alternatively, clustering might
also separate compute-intensive (e.g. dense matrix multiplica-
tion) and memory-intensive (e.g. graph algorithms) structures.
Many other clusterings are possible such as based on instruc-
tion patterns (e.g. VLIW, SIMD, complex operator), operand
usage, register usage, memory reuse, memory access pattern,
memory access width, branch type etc.

Good clusterings will enable specialized engines to have a
positive impact on energy efficiency, achieving high energy
efficiency for a broad swath of the overall workload. To find
such clusters in the vast space, rapid systematic evaluation of
potential clusters is needed. The first level of such evaluation
should be done abstractly, as it involves the evaluation of
100’s of clusters, each of which may have many potential
implementation approaches.

We develop a set of clustering methods based on two sets
of instruction usage features (high-resolution - HR and low-
resolution - LR) and targeting a range of numbers of clus-
ters – 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 (leading to 10 different cluster-
ings). Our clustering algorithms are based on instruction
set usage because it captures the breadth of computation a
specialized engine must implement, and also because instruc-
tion set complexity is a key driver for energy in current-day
general-purpose cores [14]. Clustering based on instruction
set usage identifies narrowed types of computing, amenable to
simplified, efficient heterogeneous implementations that en-
able energy efficiency improvement. We deploy ten clustering
methods based on HR and LR to study a broad general-purpose
workload, including 34 codes from 6 benchmark suites, identi-
fying the computationally important functions, and collecting
detailed empirical information about instruction and datatype
usage and dynamic counts for these programs.

To evaluate the clustering methods, we define five abstract
metrics: 1) coverage, 2) distance between clusters, 3) stan-

dard deviation within clusters, 4) potential energy efficiency
customization benefit, and, 5) weighted potential energy ef-
ficiency customization benefit (by code coverage). We apply
these metrics systematically to the ten sets of clusters con-
sisting of nearly 500 clusters, and report on these metrics.
Finally, based on this framework, we explore the insights our
study gives for how to choose the best clusters for specialized
engines, given a particular resource constraint.

The specific insights and contributions include:
• Systematic clustering based on HR and LR feature vec-

tors produces novel clusterings with new opportunities for
heterogeneous optimization.

• Driving clustering aggressively, beyond the feasible level of
heterogeneity to 100’s produces coherent clusters with use-
ful separation, uncovering new customization opportunities.
This suggests that overpartitioning may be a useful architec-
ture design strategy, as excess clusters can be recombined
as part of the architectural process.

• Evaluation of cluster potential customization benefits using
a variety of benefit models, demonstrates promising poten-
tial payoffs: 2-3x (square root model), 4-10x (linear model),
12-24x (quadratic model), and 22-26x (cubic model).

• Analyzing cluster selection for a range of architecture sce-
narios shows that no single clustering method is best in all
cases. For example, it appears the best clustering will vary
as the available silicon resources change.

• Systematic clustering and disciplined use of metrics is re-
quired to evaluate these complex tradeoffs.
Section 2 describes the problem that we are solving in this

paper in-depth. Section 3 describes the clustering criteria in
detail. Section 4 motivates our metrics. Section 5 describes the
clusters yielded by our clustering criteria. Section 6 evaluates
the clusters in terms of our defined metrics. Section 7 applies
the learnings from our study to cluster selection under resource
constraint. Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9
summarizes our results.

2. The Problem: Computation Clustering
The growing importance of heterogeneous customization for
performance and energy efficiency [26, 30, 17] has spurred
renewed interest in systematic clustering of application com-
putational structure [49, 17, 31]. Identifying clusters of com-
putational structure has been a central element of computer ar-
chitecture (instruction set design and implementation) for four
decades. Examples of clusters of functionality added to basic
instruction sets include procedure call linkage (1960’s), scalar
floating point (1970’s and 1980’s), multi-media extensions
(1990’s), and more recently generalized vector extensions
(2000’s) [6, 7, 8, 9, 1]. These major clusters have been added
to virtually all modern instruction-set architectures to enable
efficient expression and support of a succession of important
computational structures. In each case, architects identified an
important set of computational structures, and added a new set
of instructions (and often additional registers) to the machine
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instruction set. However, in traditional computer architecture,
these new clusters of functionality were added to a monolithic
instruction set, and integrated into the implementation of a
general-purpose core. However, with the advent of explicit
and separate heterogeneity in AMD’s APU’s and Intel’s Ivy
Bridge GenX, there is a growing need for a more systematic
view of heterogeneity.

Recently, heterogeneous customization has been pursued
most aggressively in the design of systems-on-chip (SoC’s),
with application usage modes analyzed for critical perfor-
mance requirements and energy budgets (hours of video or
talk-time). Consequently the most popular SoC’s such as
Apple’s A5 [2], Qualcomm’s MX series, TI’s OMAP, and
Nvidia’s Tegra include separate accelerators (and often sep-
arate instruction sets) for touch, media encode and decode,
audio, security, graphics, and so on. In SoC’s, accelerators
are typically loosely coupled – and only a single one is used
in a typical application usage mode (e.g. video playback,
phone call, video capture, etc.). Further, these accelerators are
typically not programmable by third-party software and only
loosely-coupled through external DRAM. The integration of
these hardware accelerators clusters computational structures
as an after-effect, and thus is far from systematic, lurching
forward as each new usage mode or interface emerges.

The addition of heterogeneous instruction sets bears dual
risks – creeping overhead of compatibility and incompatibil-
ity if they are rescinded or revised. The complexities that
arise from the complex mix of performance, area, breadth
of utility, and energy are not easily penetrated. As such, it
would be preferable to pursue heterogeneous extension with a
broad systematic view of the computational clusters present
in general-purpose workloads – and any other workloads of
interest. Such a perspective could guide the systematic and
predictable extension of general-purpose instructions sets, and
in complementary fashion the extension of GPU instruction
sets and capabilities. Equally useful, such a set of fundamental
computation clusters could guide the systematic selection of
accelerators for SoC’s (and even the systematic development
of sets of accelerators).

As such, we view as the central problem as how to system-
atically analyze broad workloads and produce a systematic
fundamental clustering of computational structures.

3. Systematic Clustering
We explore a range of approaches to clustering, examining
the entire workload simultaneously in each case, to enable a
systematic tradeoff of cluster tightness (and thereby energy
efficiency possible via customization) and broad coverage.
These approaches begin with a broad workload, profiling code
regions to collect execution data, and grouping code regions
with similar execution profiles. Execution profiles can contain
information about the mix of instructions, memory access
patterns etc. For this paper, we are interested in the dynamic
instruction mix. Code regions that executed similar types of

instructions were clustered using a hierarchical clustering [4]
algorithm based on minimizing Euclidean distances between
clusters. Hierarchical clustering initially assumes all data
points to belong to a single cluster. In every iteration, it makes
further partitions inside the clusters already formed, until the
desired number of partitions are obtained.

Number of clusters. We vary the number of clusters
formed. A larger number of clusters signifies smaller and
tighter groups leading to accelerator cores covering less code
regions with higher energy efficiency. Targets of 8, 16, 32,
64 and 128 clusters were used. As shown in Section 6, for
the feature vectors chosen, 128 is the maximum number of
meaningful clusters.

Instruction Set Usage Feature Vectors. We varied the
features used to define the vector space, using instruction
types defined as cross-products of operation types and operand
types. By using two different granularities of instruction types
(termed low-resolution and high-resolution) (see Table 1) we
explore the utility of fine classifications of instruction usage
for developing accelerator clusters.

Table 1 shows the operand types and the resulting instruc-
tion types. The low-resolution types correspond to simple int,
float, etc. subdivisions and the high-resolution types are much
more finely classified. In general, we focus on compute in-
structions, and also split up vector instructions into more basic
types, except for 256-bit (double-quadword) operations for
which it was not clear what the basic operand width is. Some
cross-product categories do not occur in real architectures such
as x86; we omit such categories in our results.

Our instruction set usage data is derived from clustered
general-purpose workloads compiled for a rich, mature x86
instruction set, implemented in the Nehalem processor. Ne-
halem [36] implements a general-purpose instruction set which
combines fixed-point, single-precision floating-point, double-
precision floating-point and vector instructions. Additionally,
Nehalem supports a CISC architecture which allows combin-
ing memory and compute instructions. Compute instructions
have evolved from 8-bit to wider versions, exposing the use of
a wide variety of operand types : 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit.

To unambiguously name the clustering schemes considered
in this paper, we use the terms “HR” for clusterings based
on the high-resolution instruction type and LR for clusterings
based on the low-resolution instruction type. The number of
clusters generated is appended. For example, HR32 denotes
the high-resolution 32-clustering.

4. Metrics

To enable selection of the best workload clusters, we evaluate
them systematically with five metrics: 1) coverage, 2) distance,
3) variance, 4) benefit, and, 5) weighted benefit. We describe
these metrics in detail in the following sections.
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Table 1: Program Feature Vectors and Clustering Approaches.

Class Values
Low-resolution Operations {int, float, branch, register move, other}

U {call, return, conditional branch, unconditional branch, register move, other}
Data Types (Operand Width) {<1B, 1B, 2B, 4B, 8B, 16B, 32B, 64B, >64B}
Low-resolution Instruction Types Low-resolution operations x Data Types
Class Values
High-resolution Operations {int, float} x {binary, logical, convert, unary}

U {call, return, conditional branch, unconditional branch, register move, other}
Data Types (Operand Width) {<1B, 1B, 2B, 4B, 8B, 16B, 32B, 64B, >64B}
High-resolution Instruction Types High-resolution operations x Data Types

4.1. Coverage

A computation’s performance and energy-efficiency impact
is related its frequency of occurrence. The coverage metric
quantifies the frequency of occurrence of a computational
structure. A cluster’s coverage is defined as the total fraction
of the overall workload’s dynamic instructions accounted for
by the code regions in the cluster. In short, it is the fraction of
the overall scaled workload.

4.2. Distance

Efficient use of limited silicon area dictates that accelerators
should be well-spread across the space of computational struc-
tures. We define distance as the average Euclidean distance
between cluster centroids.

4.3. Standard Deviation

Standard deviation captures the spread of the code regions
in a cluster. The greater the deviation, the “looser” a cluster
is, and thereby the lower the potential customization benefit
for that accelerator. A large standard deviation might indicate
that finer clustering is possible, and of course a low standard
deviation indicates further cluster division is not fruitful.

4.4. Benefit

The benefit metric quantifies the energy efficiency improve-
ment from customizing hardware for a computational structure.
To quickly estimate the potential energy efficiency improve-
ment possible via customization, we define a set of benefit
models. These abstract models are needed for rapid explo-
ration involving 100’s of clusters (≈ 500 in this paper) each
of which might have a dozen possible major implementation
variants.

The achievable energy benefit for a customized VLSI en-
gine depends in a complex fashion on the narrowness and type
of the functions that must be implemented. In general, in-
dustry experience is that the narrower the requirement, the
greater the energy efficiency improvement with extraordi-
nary improvements as high as 50-100x for practical cases
[47, 30, 10, 45, 35]. In contrast, small reductions from the full
general purpose scenario yield negligible benefit.

To estimate both the potential benefit, and inherent uncer-
tainty in abstract modelling of a complex phenomenon, we
employ a suite of four models that relate # instruction types
used and energy efficiency improvement as shown below:

Square Root E = a∗ I0.5 + c
Linear E = a∗ I + c
Quadratic E = a∗ I2 + c
Cubic E = a∗ I3 + c

where E is the energy/operation and I is the number of
opcodes implemented. Our models are calibrated with pa-
rameters from Intel’s Nehalem [36] chip, implemented in a
45nm CMOS process that delivers LINPACK at 74.03 double-
precision Gflops [5] in a TDP of 95W (e.g. E = 1.28nJ/Flop
and I = 639). The constant c is the minimum possible energy
per op in the process, for which we estimate the energy re-
quired for a single double-precision floating-point operation
(45pJ [15]). We calculated the constant ’a’ for each of the
benefit models to fit the endpoints defined above.

While the remainder of our analyses include this range of
models for customization benefit, we believe the quadratic
model is plausible, but slightly optimistic. There are a number
of structures quadratic in instruction set complexity in a mod-
ern microprocessor – decode and issue logic, lookahead buffer
for out-of-order execution, pipeline management, register file
access network and retirement logic. The linear model is more
conservative, and the square root model pessimistic. The ag-
gressive cubic model is optimistic, but included for breadth of
perspective.

Figure 2 plots the four benefit models. The linear model
shows 4-fold improvement at 80% reduction in function.
Square root model is about 2-fold at 80% reduction, requiring
nearly 95% reduction to gain major benefit. The quadratic
and cubic models are more optimistic with the cubic model
projecting 5-fold improvement at 50% reduction in function
growing to over 20-fold at 80% reduction.

4.5. Weighted Benefit

This metric adds coverage to the benefit metric defined above,
weighting the contributed energy efficiency by the coverage
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Figure 2: Four benefit models, relating unused opcodes and
the energy efficiency improvement.

each code region or cluster. This metric reflects the need to
achieve effective specialization (narrow clusters) that address
a large fraction of the workload to deliver substantial general-
purpose benefits.

5. Applying Clustering Techniques

We apply a matrix of the systematic clustering techniques
described in Section 3 to a general purpose workload and
describe the resulting clusters. Before that, we describe the
benchmarks suites which comprise the general purpose work-
load, defining the basis of clustering – frequently executed
code regions – and provide additional background on tools
and methods for this empirical study. As detailed in Section
3, we refer to these clustering methods as LR8..LR128 and
HR8..HR128, denoting high and low resolution instruction
type feature vectors as well as a range of cluster counts.

5.1. Workloads

To create a broad workload for general-purpose computing, we
surveyed a wide range of available applications and benchmark
suites to determine those most suitable. Because many bench-
mark suites have become specialized for particular product
types (e.g. laptops, servers) or application domains (e.g. image
processing, scientific computing), achieving broad coverage
is difficult. As a result, our workload includes a collection
of benchmark suites, each added to broaden overall coverage.
Specifically, we include the PARSEC [16] benchmarks, assem-
bled to cover a wide range of applications for PCs and servers.
We also include the UHPC challenge problems [13, 15], a set
of five codes recently assembled as representative of the U.S.
Department of Defense’s extreme computing initiative(tera-op
single-chip systems, peta-op single-rack systems, and exas-
cale data center systems). The UHPC challenge applications
include computations from signal processing to search and
scientific modeling. The fastest growing market for micro-
processors is embedded computing, so we include ten embed-

ded benchmarks [21, 29]. We also include a few embedded
benchmarks from independent sources. Finally, we include
bioinformatics benchmarks [12] to represent the growing class
of data-intensive computing applications. The benchmarks
and data sets used are described in Table 2. Table 2 also shows
the overall count of code regions and dynamic instructions in
our entire benchmark set.

5.2. Methodology and Tools

We clustered the frequently executed code regions from each
application. For this study, code regions are defined as func-
tions and their frequency is defined as their exclusive dynamic
instruction count. The most frequent functions in an applica-
tion are usually self-contained i.e. their inclusive and exclusive
dynamic instruction counts are the same. From each applica-
tion, we clustered the most frequent code regions that cover
95% of the dynamic instruction count of an application. Ta-
ble 2 also shows the number of code regions and dynamic
instructions in the top 95% i.e. the code regions that we actu-
ally used for clustering. We calculated Euclidean distances [3]
between all pairs of bit vectors (instruction usage feature vec-
tors where 0/1 signifies absence/presence of an instruction
type in the code region execution) for the code regions and
clustered based on these Euclidean distances.

We used Pin [38], a dynamic binary instrumentation tool, to
obtain the execution profiles of these applications and generate
the bit vectors. We used R [11], a statistical package, to cluster
the bit vectors for the frequently executed code regions.

5.3. Clusters

We applied each of the ten clustering techniques to the ≈
500 code regions, producing a wide range of different cluster
structures. We presented selected clustering examples in Fig-
ures 3 to 8; the full set of clusters is included in the Appendix,
providing a complete spectrum of the possible clusters.

Each clustering figure (Figures 3 to 8) represents the full
suite of clusters, separated horizontally (by solid vertical lines)
and ordered left to right from the highest to lowest coverage.
In short, those clusters at the left are the most likely candidates
for acceleration. Within clusters, each column captures the
instruction types used by a single code region. Each horizontal
band (row) depicts use of one dimension of the instruction
type in the feature vector, so clusters are expected to have
distinct banding.

We first comment on the high level structure of clusters, and
across the LR clusters, across the HR clusters, and then across
the entire collection. Then, we drill down into a few of the
clusterings to illustrate how they correspond both to historical
workload studies and architectural intuition and practice.
5.3.1. Low Resolution Feature Vector (LR) Clusters The
LR clusters, depicted in Figures 3 to 5, show the challenge
in effectively segmenting general purpose workloads. With
an 8-way clustering (coarse-grained), over two-thirds of the
code regions (and 56% of the dynamic workload coverage)
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Table 2: A Broad General-purpose Workload.

Benchmark
Name

Benchmark
Suite

Benchmark Domain Benchmark Function Benchmark Input Dynamic Insts Total func
cnt/Top 95%
func cnt

blackscholes PARSEC Financial analysis Computing option prices simsmall 307431387 100/11
bodytrack PARSEC Computer vision Tracking body motion simsmall 977072635 316/14
canneal PARSEC Genetic algorithms Minimizing chip routing cost simsmall 1362178454 193/35
facesim PARSEC Physics simulation Animating a modeled face simsmall 25755022832 439/36
ferret PARSEC Data mining Content-based similarity search simsmall 1424317999 440/21
fluidanimate PARSEC Physics simulation Animating incompressible fluids simsmall 1285677382 152/6
freqmine PARSEC Data mining Frequent itemset mining simsmall 1948759992 150/12
raytrace PARSEC Computer vision Rendering 3D animated scenes simsmall 28375157645 267/38
streamcluster PARSEC Streaming applications Online data clustering simsmall 1044056901 130/1
swaptions PARSEC Financial analysis Computing swaption prices simsmall 810818604 127/8
vips PARSEC Computer vision Image processing simsmall 2893402831 440/16
x264 PARSEC Computer vision Encoding H.264 videos simsmall 707996703 127/4
Sensor UHPC Streaming applications Detecting motion from sensor data 63504 pixels, 4200

pulses
142207984649 301/4

Graph UHPC Graph algorithms Analyzing graph connectivity 50x103 vertexes,
500x103 edges

102710656458 126/6

chess UHPC Decision and search Playing chess ply-level 4 41204059981 392/50
MD UHPC Physics simulation Simulating molecular interaction CHASM-md 9360688543 663/56
Shock UHPC Physics simulation Modeling hydrodynamics Domain size 453 303493930040 106/7
FFT Mibench Signal processing Computing fast Fourier transform large 326033550 96/31
IFFT Mibench Signal processing Computing inverse FFT large 171005141 97/15
ldpc Independent

Source
Stream applications Linear error-correcting code 20Kx10K matrix 4937621364 117/13

turbo Independent
Source

Stream applications Forward error-correcting code 128 messages 12768099 126/8

viterbi Independent
Source

Stream applications Encoding and decoding bit streams rate=1/2 and 1/3,
constraint length = 7,
10 frames

3662517204 85/2

aes ERCBench Stream applications Encrypting data using AES default 319429 84/17
blowfish
encrypt

Mibench Stream applications Encrypting data using blowfish large 486799903 81/6

blowfish
decrypt

Mibench Stream applications Decrypting data encrypted using
blowfish

large 489885195 82/6

ecc Independent
Source

Stream applications Encryption using elliptic curve
cryptography

order 263 2737978 183/36

sha Mibench Stream applications Encrypting data using SHA-1 large 136441067 75/1
mummer Biobench Data mining Genome-level alignment default 66229460257 137/16
tiger Biobench Data mining Sequence assembly default 455507241219 198/5
clustalw Biobench Data mining Multiple sequence alignment default

1581914577281
181/2

hmmer Biobench Data mining Profile searching against protein
databases

default
1188871856925

245/1

phylip Biobench Data mining Phylogenetic analysis default
1444824963751

127/1

fasta_dna Biobench Data mining DNA sequence searching in a
database

190MB database 709624602230 219/10

fasta_prot Biobench Data mining Protein sequence searching in a
database

70MB database 678170712090 209/8

collapses into a single cluster. The five most significant clus-
ters correspond to well over 95% of the workload. This type
of clustering corresponds approximately to classical major ele-
ments of general purpose architecture (i.e. integer, float, etc.),
and yields little new insight for customization – finer splitting
is needed. As cluster resolution is increased to 32 (Figure 4)
and then further to 128 (Figure 5), more and finer distinctions
emerge. The first eight clusters for LR32 are clearly much
tighter (more similar within), and have clearer distinctions.
Equally important, each of the top 8 correspond to > 3% of

the overall workload, making them important enough to be
potential accelerator targets. Finally, the LR128 clusters show
remarkable coherence, with each of the first 18 clusters effec-
tively homogeneous and well separated from each other. As
shown in Figure 10, these clusters have zero standard devia-
tion, i.e. no further cluster division is fruitful with respect to
this feature vector. The first 18 LR128 clusters correspond to
73% coverage.
5.3.2. High Resolution Feature Vector (HR) Clusters The
HR clusters, depicted in Figures 6 to 8, further illustrate the
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Figure 3: LR8 clusters.

code regions

BR 8B INT 8B REG_XFER 8B INT 4B REG_XFER 4B REG_XFER 16B

FLT 8B FLT 16B OTHER 4B FLT 4B OTHER <1B OTHER 2B

INT 16B OTHER 8B INT 1B INT 2B REG_XFER 1B REG_XFER 2B

Figure 4: LR32 clusters.

challenge in effectively segmenting general purpose work-
loads. The HR instruction type feature vector is more detailed,
producing more nuanced clusters that, as we show in Sec-
tion 6, reveal even greater opportunities for heterogeneous
customization. The coarse (8-way) HR clusters provide little
new insight for customization, with the majority of the code
regions grouped into a single cluster; a phenomenon simi-
lar to the LR8 clusters. Specifically, with 8-way clustering
nearly two-thirds of the code regions (and 48% of the dynamic
workload coverage) collapses into a single cluster.

As cluster resolution is increased to 32 (Figure 7) and then
further to 128 (Figure 8), more and finer distinctions emerge.
Again as the target number of clusters is increased to 32, the
first eight HR32 clusters are clearly much tighter (more similar
within), and have clearer distinctions. Equally important, each
of the top 8 correspond to > 3% of the overall workload, mak-
ing them important enough to be potential accelerator targets.
Further at 128 target clustering, the HR128 clusters show in-
creased coherence, though clearly not as strong as with LR128.
The richness of the feature vectors is capturing a greater depth
of the complexity of the workload, making clustering diffi-
cult. Still, a large number of the first 60 clusters are nearly
homogeneous and well separated from each other. They form
a rich candidate set for both customization in accelerators, or

even further combination in the architectural process. This
experience suggests that over-separation into clusters (beyond
the level of heterogeneous customization being considered)
may be useful, as the architectural process can always support
multiple similar clusters on a single heterogeneous accelerator.
Note again that width in the cluster plots corresponds only
to number of code regions, not directly to coverage, so even
narrow clusters can have significant width.

While it is not the goal of this paper to explore in detail the
customization opportunities within any particular cluster, we
briefly discuss a few of the clusterings and clusters to discuss
how they relate to historical workload studies and architectural
practice.

64-bit integer binary instructions, conditional branches, 64-
bit register transfers, and 32-bit integer logical instructions
occur across the overwhelming majority of code regions. For
LR clusters, they collectively use 80% of the instruction types
but any one cluster rarely uses more than 25% of the types. For
the HR feature vector which is much more detailed, the HR
clusters collectively cover 67% of the instruction types, but
a single cluster rarely uses more than 20% of the instruction
types. So overall for any given cluster, a large fraction of
instruction types are not being used.

Reviewing the LR8-LR128 clusters, its possible to discern
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code regions

BR 8B INT 8B REG_XFER 8B INT 4B REG_XFER 4B REG_XFER 16B

FLT 8B FLT 16B OTHER 4B FLT 4B OTHER <1B OTHER 2B

INT 16B OTHER 8B INT 1B INT 2B REG_XFER 1B REG_XFER 2B

Figure 5: LR128 clusters.

code regions

BINARY 8B COND_BR 8B REG_XFER 8B BITBYTE 4B BINARY 4B RET 8B

REG_XFER 4B BITBYTE 8B CALL 8B UNCOND_BR 8B REG_XFER 16B FLOAT_BINARY 8B

NOP 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 16B FLOAT_BINARY 4B UNARY 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 8B CONVERT 8B

UNARY 8B FLOAT_CONVERT 16B FLOAT_CONVERT 8B NOP <1B FLOAT_CONVERT 4B NOP 2B

FLOAT_BITBYTE 4B OTHER 4B BITBYTE 16B OTHER 8B BINARY 1B BINARY 2B

BITBYTE 2B CONVERT 2B FLOAT_UNARY 4B REG_XFER 1B BINARY 16B BITBYTE 1B

CONVERT 1B CONVERT 4B CONVERT 16B UNARY 1B UNARY 2B UNARY 16B

FLOAT_BINARY 16B FLOAT_UNARY 8B FLOAT_UNARY 16B REG_XFER 2B

Figure 6: HR8 clusters.

code regions

BINARY 8B COND_BR 8B REG_XFER 8B BITBYTE 4B BINARY 4B RET 8B

REG_XFER 4B BITBYTE 8B CALL 8B UNCOND_BR 8B REG_XFER 16B FLOAT_BINARY 8B

NOP 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 16B FLOAT_BINARY 4B UNARY 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 8B CONVERT 8B

UNARY 8B FLOAT_CONVERT 16B FLOAT_CONVERT 8B NOP <1B FLOAT_CONVERT 4B NOP 2B

FLOAT_BITBYTE 4B OTHER 4B BITBYTE 16B OTHER 8B BINARY 1B BINARY 2B

BITBYTE 2B CONVERT 2B FLOAT_UNARY 4B REG_XFER 1B BINARY 16B BITBYTE 1B

CONVERT 1B CONVERT 4B CONVERT 16B UNARY 1B UNARY 2B UNARY 16B

FLOAT_BINARY 16B FLOAT_UNARY 8B FLOAT_UNARY 16B REG_XFER 2B

Figure 7: HR32 clusters.
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code regions

BINARY 8B COND_BR 8B REG_XFER 8B BITBYTE 4B BINARY 4B RET 8B

REG_XFER 4B BITBYTE 8B CALL 8B UNCOND_BR 8B REG_XFER 16B FLOAT_BINARY 8B

NOP 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 16B FLOAT_BINARY 4B UNARY 4B FLOAT_BITBYTE 8B CONVERT 8B

UNARY 8B FLOAT_CONVERT 16B FLOAT_CONVERT 8B NOP <1B FLOAT_CONVERT 4B NOP 2B

FLOAT_BITBYTE 4B OTHER 4B BITBYTE 16B OTHER 8B BINARY 1B BINARY 2B

BITBYTE 2B CONVERT 2B FLOAT_UNARY 4B REG_XFER 1B BINARY 16B BITBYTE 1B

CONVERT 1B CONVERT 4B CONVERT 16B UNARY 1B UNARY 2B UNARY 16B

FLOAT_BINARY 16B FLOAT_UNARY 8B FLOAT_UNARY 16B REG_XFER 2B

Figure 8: HR128 clusters.

a number of traditional architecture classifications and par-
titions. In LR8, Cluster #1 is integer computing, the tradi-
tional general-purpose computer. Clusters #2, #3, #4, and #5
all utilize floating point, including single-precision, double-
precision, and vector. The basic Cluster #1 and Clusters #2-5
correspond to SpecInt/SpecFP and traditional architecture tun-
ing points. As the LR clusters are further refined, we can
see in LR32, that LR8’s cluster #1 is broken up, and appears
to spread over LR32’s Cluster #1, #2, #3, #5, and perhaps
#8. This split separates aspects of 16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit
architecture, and may perhaps provide opportunities for accel-
erators optimized for different data widths. In contrast, the
floating point clusters don’t evolve in any simple fashion. The
next step to LR128, shows even further cluster refinement,
and approaches the limits of the LR feature vector to refine
clusters.

Reviewing the HR8-HR128 clusters, similar patterns
emerge, but the use of a rich feature vector definitely compli-
cates the clustering and understanding of the resulting clusters.
HR8 has a well-defined integer cluster (#1) and five promi-
nent floating point clusters (#2 through #6), with differences
in use of single, double, and vector floating point operations.
Refining the HR clusters to HR32 splits the integer cluster into
at least five major clusters (#1, #2, #6, #13, and #14), with
a more opaque transformation of the floating point clusters.
The integer cluster split separates based on dimensions of pre-
cision, operation type (bit/byte/int/long), and even the use of
NOP’s.

6. Evaluating Clustering Techniques

In this section, we evaluate our ten clustering techniques, us-
ing the five metrics of coverage, distance, standard deviation,
benefit and weighted benefit.
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Figure 9: Cumulative coverage, highest coverage clusters
first.

6.1. Coverage

Coverage indicates the workload fraction that a cluster cap-
tures, and hence the potential breadth of impact for a cluster
accelerator. In Figure 9, we plot cumulative coverage for each
of the ten clustering techniques, enabling direct comparisons.
The LR techniques are uniformly higher coverage than their
corresponding HR peers. All of the clustering techniques ramp
significantly as clusters are added, but at a realistic cutoff of a
dozen clusters the finer clustering techniques (64 to 128 clus-
ters) have 50% or more coverage disadvantage, and the HR
clustering schemes have a further disadvantage. For example,
LR 64 at 6 clusters has roughly 60% coverage, and HR64 has
less than 50% coverage. This suggests that direct mapping of
these clusters into accelerators is unlikely to be successful, as
coverage needs to be increased for broad impact.

There are a few intersections in the graph worth noting.
Cluster #1 in LR16 has higher coverage than cluster #1 in
HR8 although the HR8 has fewer clusters than LR16. For both
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Figure 10: Average Inter-cluster Distance and Average Cluster
Standard Deviation for each of the clustering meth-
ods.

LR32 and LR64, the first clusters have higher coverage than
HR16. The same is true of LR64 and HR32. Similarly, cluster
#1 in LR128 has equal coverage to that of HR32. Many of the
top LR128 clusters have higher coverage than those of HR64
of HR128.

Finally, the range between the high-ranked and low-ranked
clusters for coverage is 1000x for the 128-clusters. With many
low coverage clusters, it clear that a catchall general-purpose
execution engine to support a large number of low coverage
clusters is likely to be critical in any federated heterogeneous
system.

6.2. Distance and Standard Deviation

The distance metric characterizes the separation between clus-
ters, and our assessment shows that for all ten of the HR and
LR clustering methods, good separation amongst clusters is
achieved (see Figure 10). Because our distance metric is a
function of the dimensionality of the feature vector, the HR
and LR data is not directly comparable. However, for both sets
of methods, increasing the number of clusters only degrades
separation slightly.

Standard deviation of a single cluster characterizes its tight-
ness, an attribute strongly connected to exploit computational
properties for architectural and implementation customization
for efficiency. Our assessment shows that aggressive cluster-
ing with both HR and LR feature vectors can create highly
coherent clusters and low standard deviations. Interestingly,
the average standard deviations are better for the LR feature
vector, suggesting that the richness of the detail on the HR
feature vector increases the difficulty of forming statistically
good clusters. LR128 achieves zero average standard devia-
tion – all of the clusters are homogeneous, and i.e., no further
splitting of the clusters is fruitful.
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Figure 11: Benefit for each clustering method with varied ac-
celerator benefit models.

6.3. Benefit

To estimate the potential benefit from heterogeneous cus-
tomization, we apply the benefit model to the clusters pro-
duced by each clustering method, and compute the average
“potential” benefit (see Figure 11). Note that our benefit es-
timates are optimistic because the real costs of increasing
the number of heterogeneous accelerators - silicon area, in-
tegration and coordination energy, etc. are not assessed. For
the larger numbers of clusters, these benefits may well be
unachievable.

Our cluster assessment results (Figure 11) show that ag-
gressive clustering exposes significant opportunities for cus-
tomization, increasing benefit even at 128 clusters. Further,
this benefit increase is robust across all four benefit models,
both conservative and optimistic, but the magnitude of benefit
varies across them. For the linear model, the increases for
aggressive clustering are most significant and achieve 6-12x
overall. The optimistic models, quadratic and cubic, achieve
12-25x and 22-27x respectively. The pessimistic square root
model achieves only 2-3x. Comparing the HR and LR models,
the average benefit across clusters appears close for all cluster-
ing methods and benefit models, with perhaps slightly higher
benefit for the LR clustering methods.

6.4. Weighted Benefit

To refine our estimate the potential benefit from heterogeneous
customization, we combine dynamic counts with the cluster
benefit models and compute the weighted average “potential”
benefit (see Figure 12). As above, our weighted benefit esti-
mates are also optimistic.

The resulting data (Figure 12) underscores the importance
of carefully assessing proposed heterogeneous accelerators
with dynamic workload weighting. Across the board, bene-
fits are significantly reduced, both for low and high cluster
counts. As before, the weighted benefit increases with the
number of clusters, but as clusters are further refined to be
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Figure 12: Weighted benefit for each clustering method with
varied accelerator benefit models.
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Figure 13: Weighted benefit for linear benefit model vs. # of
Accelerators.

coherent (and therefore more customizable), their coverage de-
creases, reducing their net benefit. Nonetheless, increasingly
fine clustering exposes increased weighted benefits, even at
128 clusters. This benefit increase is robust across all four ben-
efit models, both conservative and optimistic, but lesser than
in the unweighted case. For the linear model, the increases for
aggressive clustering are most significant and achieve 4-10x
overall. The optimistic models, quadratic and cubic, achieve
12-24x and 22-26x respectively. The pessimistic square root
model achieves only 2-3x. Comparing the HR and LR models,
we find that the situation has reversed, with the high resolution
feature vector-based clusters producing greater benefit. This
is because the HR models are better able to separate clusters
based on control transfer instruction types (the LR models
cannot), producing better clusters, and enabling specialization
in accelerators on the basis of control flow structures.

7. Accelerator Selection

To illustrate the complexity of the cluster design space, we
explore the question of “which clusters are best” if we are
given a silicon budget for a particular number of accelerators.
To illuminate this question, we plotted weighted benefit vs.
number of clusters (accelerators – let’s call this C) in Figure 13.
For simplicity, we use a single benefit model (linear); the clus-
terings behave similarly for all four models, but with different
magnitude of benefit.

To select the best clustering for a given number of accelera-
tors, we select the highest curve at that x-value. The selection
is indeed complex, as different clusterings are best for nearly
every value of C. For example, LR8, HR8, HR16, HR32
and LR32, HR64 and HR128 are the best clusterings for 1-4
cores, 5-7 cores, 8-12 cores, 13-19 cores, 20-34 cores and
35-128 cores respectively. In short, this is because when fewer
accelerators can be accommodated, its better to select high
coverage clusters. However, as the silicon area increases, a
larger number of narrower clusters deliver higher energy ef-
ficiency. Beyond C = 64, our studies show little additional
benefit.

8. Discussion and Related Work

Our work develops a comprehensive clustering of a broad
general-purpose workload with the goal of enabling system-
atically clustering computation structures for a wide range of
general-purpose architecture and software research.

Workload Characterization. Workload characterization
for hardware and software optimization efficiency research
includes efforts that seek to create static [48, 49] or reconfig-
urable [28] “super-instruction” accelerators targeting critical
kernels. These approaches integrate their custom hardware
into traditional computing pipelines, and these efforts have
demonstrated impressive energy-efficiency gains for narrow
slices of workloads (akin to a cluster in our study). In con-
trast, 10x10 targets broad view of customization, without this
type of limit in target. Our work is complementary, taking a
broader view of the problem and focus on enabling systematic
clustering rather than optimizing single clusters by building a
specialized core. Other workload characterization efforts [18]
found that customization benefits are not sensitive to program
inputs.

Some researchers have explored workload characterization
to drive domain specific compiler development [27], and oth-
ers [24] have clustered applications to increase the effective-
ness of compiler optimizations. While similar in philosophy,
these efforts focus on software optimization for existing ar-
chitectures. Our focus is to influence the design of future
general-purpose architectures.

Other researchers characterize workloads to predict appli-
cation performance on existing platforms [20, 33, 19, 25].
These research efforts profile programs at various levels. In
contrast, our objective is to influence the design of the future
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heterogeneous, general-purpose architectures.
Heterogeneity in Implementation. A key inspiration for

our work is architecture research that explores the use of het-
erogeneous implementations of uniform or nearly uniform
ISA’s [32, 37] to increase energy efficiency and performance.
The major advantage of these approaches is that they pre-
serve software compatibility and thereby programmability. In
[37], Kumar and Tullsen show that even within this space,
significant improvements (three-fold) are achievable. More
recent studies [50], divide programs into high instruction-level
parallelism (that could benefit from VLIW) and programs
with more complex dependences, selecting dynamically and
exploiting binary translation to target corresponding core im-
plementations on-the-fly. In another [46], applications are
divided based on operation type: integer and floating-point.
Dynamic core morphing is used to tailor cores to applications
during execution.

Heterogeneity in ISA and Implementation. Our work
seeks to enable systematically much greater performance and
energy improvements (perhaps 10-fold or more) that beckon
if heterogeneity in both instruction-set architecture and imple-
mentation are contemplated. Example studies include numer-
ous SoC accelerators, studies of H.264 [30], and specialized
embedded applications [14] show that as much as 100-fold
improvements may be possible if breaking down traditional
“general register” architectures with orthogonal operations and
single memories are contemplated. Another vector showcas-
ing the benefits are hybrid systems with discrete GPUs [43]
and more recently integrated GPU’s [36, 39, 41] and other
accelerators [34].

To tap the potential of such accelerators for general-purpose
systems, the architecture community faces a paradigm chal-
lenge. Historically, Hennessy and Patterson’s 90/10 approach
to quantitative optimization was used to make binary include-
or-not decisions for new features. Deeper ISA and architec-
tural customization, and further multi-way heterogeneity for
general-purpose performance does not lend itself to a binary
or dichotomous view. Continuous tradeoff of specialization
and generality are required – the primary motivation for 10x10
and the value of clustering and the clustering methodology we
have developed.

9. Summary and Future Work
Our results show the value of systematic clustering and disci-
plined evaluation. Systematic approaches enable aggressive
techniques such as overpartitioning that expose new oppor-
tunities for customization. Disciplined evaluation of both
clustering methods and specific sets of clusters based on well-
defined metrics is critical, as the tradeoff space is complex,
and varies on many factors, including application computation
structure, workload coverage, available silicon resources, and
even the other clusters present in the system. For example, LR
is a better choice according to the coverage metric, since it
has higher coverage than HR. However, it performs worse in

terms of the weighted benefit metric. The raw benefit metric
is useful to bracket potential energy efficiency improvements
for various benefit models, but can lead to misleading con-
clusions when considered in isolation. Overall, we observed
significant benefits even for the pessimistic square root model
(2-3x) when customizing the instruction set. Finally, our study
on accelerator selection revealed that there is no single clus-
tering that is the best for a wide range of chip generations.
For chips that can accommodate relatively fewer cores, high
coverage clusters are more beneficial while for chips that can
accommodate many cores, clusters with narrow architectural
requirements are more beneficial.

This research is but the beginning as the number of direc-
tions for other aspects of clustering for heterogeneous cus-
tomization abound. For example, memory accesses, compute
intensity/memory intensity, etc. are promising directions. We
intend to produce a database of clusterings and clusters with
their associated evaluations in order to inform architecture
design in the long-term.
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